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Linux Administration: A Beginner's Guide, Fifth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Administering a Linux system isn't much like administering a Windows machine. Though the goals are similar and comparable problems arise under both environments, they each require administrators to adopt a certain way of thinking about processes and data. Linux Administration: A Beginner's Guide helps readers adapt their Windows experience...
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Networking For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Company just hooked you up to a network and you’re wondering what the heck you’re supposed to do with it? Tired of burning spreadsheets onto CDs just so you can share them with coworkers, and you’re wondering what it’ll take to set up a network in your organization? Been tasked with setting up a network and you don’t...
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The Flash Anthology: Cool Effects and Practical ActionScriptSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
Gone are the days when you could satisfy your clients with the creation of simple Flash effects using the timeline. Things have changed… a lot! Basic animated tweens aren’t enough any longer—people expect more now, from scalable and reusable scripted animation, to external data interaction.

The problem for most...
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3D Imaging in Medicine: Algorithms, Systems, Applications (Nato ASI Subseries F:)Springer, 2011

	The visualization of human anatomy for diagnostic, therapeutic, and educational pur poses has long been a challenge for scientists and artists. In vivo medical imaging could not be introduced until the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad ROntgen in 1895. With the early medical imaging techniques which are still in use today, the...
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Networking for People Who Hate Networking: A Field Guide for Introverts, the Overwhelmed, and the UnderconnectedBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2010

	
		Devora Zack, an avowed introvert and a successful consultant who speaks to thousands of people every year, found that most networking advice books assume that to succeed you have to become an extrovert. Or at least learn how to fake it. Not at all. There is another way.

		

		This book shatters stereotypes about people...
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Software Project Management For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Congratulations — you're now in charge of managing software projects! Before you reach for the antacid, reach for this book. It's packed with advice to help you identify the project's purpose, build a team, handle qualitative analysis, estimate resources, communicate with everybody, manage the project from start to finish, and deliver just...
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Brains, Machines, and MathematicsSpringer, 1987

	This is a book whose time has come-again. The first edition (published by McGraw-Hill in 1964) was written in 1962, and it celebrated a number of approaches to developing an automata theory that could provide insights into the processing of information in brainlike machines, making it accessible to readers with no more than a college...
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Customer Relationship Management (The Briefcase Book Series)McGraw-Hill, 2001
Tips and Tools for Creatingand SustainingProfitable, Long-Term Customer Relationships
	In today's impersonal, arms-length marketplace, customer loyalty is rapidly becoming a thing of the past. Customer Relationship Management brings it back to the foreground, providing easy-to-apply solutions and...
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Office 2008 for Macintosh: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
 Still the top-selling software suite for Mac users, Microsoft Office has been improved and enhanced to take advantage of the latest Mac OS X features. You'll find lots of new features in Office 2008 for Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Entourage, but not a page of printed instructions to guide you through the changes. ...
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Between Two Kingdoms: A Memoir of a Life InterruptedRandom House, 2021

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A searing, deeply moving memoir of illness and recovery that traces one young woman’s journey from diagnosis to remission to re-entry into “normal” life—from the author of the Life, Interrupted column in The New York Times

	
...
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Mac mini Hacks & Mods For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Don't be shy — hack and mod your mini to discover its hidden talents
    Thinking big — but still a bit hesitant to dissect your Mac mini? Well, pick up the screwdriver and keep this friendly guide within reach! These fun projects range from simple and risk-free to adventurous and cutting-edge. You'll quickly...
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Is Your Genius at Work?: 4 Key Questions to Ask Before Your Next Career MoveNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2005

	Behind the experience and talents cataloged in your resume lies an intrinsic power that fuels your soul and your success: your genius. As ancient as the Greeks, as trendy as New Age, the concept of genius is fully grounded in contemporary life in this powerful journey of self-discovery that takes you right to the core of what makes you...
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